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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1 My name is Mark David Allan.  I am a planning consultant and 

Christchurch Planning Manager with Aurecon, an international 

engineering, surveying and planning consultancy. 

1.2 I hold the qualification of Bachelor of Resource and Environmental 

Planning (Hons) from Massey University. 

1.3 I have seventeen years’ experience in the field of resource 

management, both in the public and private sector.  The majority of my 

experience has been in the fields of land development, infrastructure 

and telecommunications, involving the preparation and oversight of 

resource management applications and providing expert planning 

evidence in respect of the same.  I have more recently been involved 

with the rezoning of land for residential and business activities in 

Greater Christchurch, and the preparation of consent applications for 

large scale residential, commercial and rural-residential developments. 

1.4 I am the co-author and Project Leader responsible for preparing the 

Assessment of Environmental Effects and Section 32 Analysis 

addressing the site specific submission of Foodstuffs which sought the 

rezoning of their site at 171 Main North Road from Industrial General 

to Commercial Core. 

1.5 In preparing this evidence I have reviewed: 

 The statement of expectations in Schedule 4 of the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 

(the Order) 

 The Canterbury Regional Policy Statement (CRPS) 

 The Proposed Christchurch Replacement District Plan as notified 

(pCRDP); 

 Chapter 3 (Strategic Directions) of the District Plan (decision 

version dated 26 February 2015) 

 The revised version of the Commercial proposal (dated 8 April 

2015) 

 The submission (705) and further submission (1324) of Foodstuffs; 
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 The evidence in chief of Mr Mark Stevenson (planning), Mr Andrew 

Milne (transport) and Mr Tim Heath (retail economics) for Council; 

 The evidence in chief of Ms Rebecca Parish, Mr Paul Durdin 

(transport), Mr Andrew Burns (urban design), Mr Fraser Colegrave 

(retail economics) and Mr Daniel Thorne (planning) for Foodstuffs. 

1.6 I have read and agree to comply with Code of Conduct for Expert 

Witnesses (Environment Court Practice Note 2014).  This evidence is 

within my area of expertise except where I state that I am relying on 

facts or information provided by another person.  I have not omitted to 

consider material facts known to me that might alter or detract from the 

opinions that I express. 

2. SCOPE OF EVIDENCE 

2.1 My evidence is prepared on behalf of Foodstuffs South Island Limited 

and Foodstuffs (South Island) Properties Limited (Foodstuffs), and 

focuses on those ‘site specific’ submissions which relate to land either 

owned or operated by Foodstuffs. In particular, my evidence is 

focused on Foodstuffs' site specific submissions pertaining to the 

rezoning of land, with particular emphasis and assessment undertaken 

for Foodstuffs’ site at 171 Main North Road, Papanui (Papanui Site).  

2.2 My evidence is set out as follows: 

(a) Summary 

(a) Summary of Site Specific Changes Sought 

(b) Areas of Agreement – Minor Clarification 

(c) Areas of Contention 

(d) Papanui Site – Statutory Assessment 

(e) Conclusion 

2.3 Mr Thorne has separately addressed from a planning perspective the 

‘general’ submission matters raised by Foodstuffs, these being 

objectives, policies, activity and built form standards and matters of 

discretion relating to the Commercial and Industrial Proposals. I accept 

and support the evidence of Mr Thorne on these matters. 
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2.4 The scope of my evidence is focused on the original site specific 

submissions of Foodstuffs (Submitter 705).   

3. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

3.1 Foodstuffs has sought to have its established supermarket sites and 

operations recognised with the Commercial Core zoning, which is 

considered the most appropriate in the context of the centres based 

approach of the pCRDP. 

3.2 The majority of Foodstuffs’ site specific submissions that sought a 

consistent Commercial Core zoning for its sites have been accepted, 

however several minor corrections to Mr Stevenson’s 

recommendations are required to align with his assessment. 

3.3 Rezoning the Papanui Site from Industrial General to Commercial 

Core is consistent with the objectives in the Strategic Directions 

decision, is the most appropriate method for achieving the relevant 

objectives, satisfies the tests under Section 32, and achieves the 

purpose of the RMA. 

3.4 Based on an overarching analysis of the objectives, informed by 

economic, transport and urban design expertise, I conclude that the 

Papanui Site under a Commercial Core zoning can maintain the role of 

neighbourhood centres as an accessible destination for weekly and 

daily shopping, local employment and community needs, and will not 

give rise to any significant trade impacts on Key Activity Centres and 

other neighbourhood centres in the network. 

4. FOODSTUFFS – SUMMARY OF SITE SPECIFIC CHANGES 

SOUGHT 

4.1 Foodstuffs has made a number of site specific submissions to ensure 

that the zoning introduced by the pCRDP appropriately recognises and 

continues to provide for their existing supermarket operations and 

ownership arrangements. 

4.2 The pCRDP as notified identified an inconsistent application of zoning 

over Foodstuffs’ existing supermarket operations in several locations, 
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with a range of commercial, industrial and residential zonings 

proposed. 

4.3 In broad terms the pCRDP identifies the Commercial Core Zone as 

generally the area of a centre which is dominated by a mall or a 

supermarket, and this is subsequently reflected in the proposed rules 

that enable a larger scale of development.  While several of 

Foodstuffs’ supermarket sites were proposed to be appropriately 

zoned Commercial Core, several sites were not.  Foodstuffs therefore 

sought a change in zoning for several sites to ensure a Commercial 

Core zoning was consistently applied to their existing supermarket 

operations. 

4.4 In order to achieve an enabling planning framework that recognises 

and provides for appropriate future development, Foodstuffs also 

sought the identification of a Commercial Core zoning over its Papanui 

Site.  The Papanui Site previously accommodated manufacturing, 

warehousing and administrative/office activities associated with 

Murdoch Manufacturing and Trents Wholesale (subsidiaries of 

Foodstuffs) as opposed to supermarket activities.   

5. RESPONSE TO COUNCIL EVIDENCE – AREAS OF AGREEMENT / 

MINOR CLARIFICATION 

5.1 I note that there is broad support by Mr Stevenson for the rezoning 

sought for the majority of Foodstuffs’ sites.  Attachment A is a 

summary of the site specific rezoning sought by Foodstuffs, and 

Council’s response to the same as set out in the revised pCRDP 

amendments (8 April 2015) and Mr Stevenson’s evidence (13 April 

2015).  The final column records my position and where this is 

addressed in my evidence. 

5.2 For brevity, I do not intend to discuss the sites where Mr Stevenson 

and I are in agreement in respect of the appropriate zoning of the 

same. I do however wish to comment on a few minor matters of 

clarification arising from Mr Stevenson’s evidence.  These primarily 

relate to what appear to be minor errors in terms of the discussion and 

identification of the zone changes sought within Mr Stevenson’s 
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evidence.  All page references are to Attachment C of Mr Stevenson’s 

evidence-in-chief). 

5.3 I note: 

(a) Ilam New World (47C Peer Street) – pages 101-103 support the 

rezoning sought from Commercial Local and Residential 

Suburban to Commercial Core.  An additional area of land (47D, 

47E, 51, 53, 55 Peer Street) has been incorrectly identified as 

land to be rezoned.  I advise that Foodstuffs has not sought to 

have these properties rezoned, they are not owned by 

Foodstuffs, and do not form part of the existing supermarket 

operations. 

(b) Stanmore New World (9, 11, 13 Warwick Street) – pages 118-

119 support the rezoning sought from Residential Medium 

Density to Commercial Core.  It is apparent from the Reasons for 

the Recommendation that Mr Stevenson supports Commercial 

Core, however he incorrectly references the Requested Zoning 

as Commercial Local.  I also note that an additional property (13 

Warwick Street) appears to have been incorrectly identified as 

land to be rezoned.  Foodstuffs has not sought to have this 

property rezoned, it is not owned by Foodstuffs, and does not 

form part of the existing supermarket operations. 

(c) Lincoln Road Supervalue Site (94, 100 and 108 Lincoln Road) –

this site specific rezoning request (from Commercial Local to 

Commercial Core) has been missed from Mr Stevenson’s 

Attachment C.  However at paragraph 19.31 (page 59, evidence-

in-chief) he concludes the identification of the centre, which 

comprises a supermarket, former vet clinic and Bin Inn, is 

appropriate for a neighbourhood centre (and therefore 

Commercial Core zoning). 

5.4 It is apparent from Mr Stevenson’s evidence that he supports the relief 

sought by Foodstuffs in respect of the rezoning of the above sites, and 

to this end I consider the minor errors identified above to be 

inconsequential, albeit requiring correction.  For the reasons outlined 

in Mr Stevenson’s evidence, and in the original submissions of 

Foodstuffs, I consider Commercial Core zoning to be the most 
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appropriate zoning for the abovementioned sites, and those others set 

out in Attachment A to this statement. 

6. RESPONSE TO COUNCIL EVIDENCE – AREAS OF CONTENTION 

6.1 I am in agreement with Mr Stevenson in respect of Foodstuffs’ site 

specific rezoning requests, with the exception of three sites, these 

being Wainoni PAK’nSAVE, Redcliffs New World and the Papanui 

Site. 

6.2 The site specific rezoning requests for Wainoni PAK’nSAVE and 

Redcliffs New World relate to existing supermarket operations and 

ownership arrangements, and are associated with existing 

neighbourhood centres.  My comments on these sites are therefore 

concise and focused, reflecting the scale of significance that I believe 

the rezoning of these sites has.  I acknowledge the site specific 

rezoning request of the Papanui Site seeks to create a new 

neighbourhood centre and warrants a much greater level of analysis, 

which is reflected in the detailed assessment accompanying 

Foodstuffs’ submission on this site. 

Site Specific Rezoning Request – Wainoni PAK’nSAVE (186, 204 

Breezes Road and 172, 174, 178 and 182 Wainoni Road) 

6.3 Foodstuffs sought the rezoning of the entire Wainoni Property 

described above to Commercial Core.  Specifically, it sought the 

rezoning of the access leg portion of 186 Breezes Road from 

Residential Suburban, and 204 Breezes Road from Industrial General.  

The relief sought was in recognition of the integral role 186 Breezes 

Road plays in the supermarket operations (specifically vehicle and 

pedestrian access and parking), and the inappropriateness of an 

industrial zoning over 204 Breezes Road in the context of the 

established character of the supermarket and immediate vicinity, i.e. 

low density housing and expansive open school grounds. 

6.4 Mr Stevenson addresses the zoning of the Wainoni Property at pages 

13-14 of Attachment C to his evidence.  His reasons for supporting the 

rezoning include: 
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a) Industrial General and Residential Suburban are inappropriate as 

they do not recognise the existing activities on the site, and could 

enable the establishment of a range of activities that are 

incompatible with the supermarket development on the adjacent 

land. 

b) Commercial would ensure the site remains as part of the 

Commercial Zone, appropriately recognises the existing activity on 

the site, and will avoid the creation of potential reverse sensitivity 

situations in the future. 

c) Commercial Core zoning is not inconsistent with the Central City 

Recovery Plan and the proposed District Plan objectives and 

policies that suburban commercial growth should not occur at the 

expense of the central city. 

6.5 I agree with Mr Stevenson’s assessment.  I note the associated 

amendment to Planning Map 33 shows 186 and 204 Breezes Road as 

Commercial Fringe.  I understand in an effort to simplify the pRCDP 

the Council has proposed to consolidate the Commercial Core and 

Commercial Fringe Zones (para 3.4(a) Mr Stevenson evidence-in-

chief).  Foodstuffs accepts that proposal as addressing the original 

relief sought.   

6.6 Mr Stevenson has not, however, accepted that part of the submission 

as it relates to the “access legs” of 186 and 204 Breezes Road, for the 

following reason: 

‘commercial zoning of the access could enable a range or scale of 

uses over this area that could compromise residential amenity’ 

(p14, Attachment C) 

6.7 I disagree.  It is my opinion that the “access legs” of 186 and 204 

Breezes Road are more appropriately zoned Commercial Core for the 

following reasons: 

(a) 186 and 204 Breezes Road were previously occupied by Rabco 

Industries, located at the rear of established residential 

properties and served by two existing access points from 

Breezes Road (this being the land in question). 

(b) Foodstuffs is the holder of a resource consent for 186 Breezes 

Road that authorises vehicle and pedestrian access from 
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Breezes Road, car parking, landscaping, fencing and signage 

associated with the supermarket.  That consent prevents use of 

the access by heavy goods vehicles. 

(c) The legal frontage of 204 Breezes Road is only 6m, a width that 

continues the length of the access leg to the rear site. 

(d) The land is not and will not in the foreseeable future be utilised 

for residential activities.   

6.8 In my view Commercial Core zoning over the entire Wainoni Property 

is appropriate, and will not in fact enable commercial development as 

of right over the access legs in question for the practical reasons that 

the land in question is either integral to the supermarket’s functionality 

and operation (186 Breezes Road) or not of a shape or dimension 

capable of supporting development (204 Breezes Road). 

Site Specific Rezoning Request – Redcliffs New World (188, 1/198, 2/198, 

1/196A and 2/196A Main Road, Redcliffs) 

6.9 Foodstuffs sought the rezoning of 1/196A, 1/196B, 1/198 and 2/198 

Main Road from Residential Suburban to Commercial Core, to be 

consistent with the remainder of the Redcliffs Property.  The land in 

question is separated from the principal site by a private accessway 

(194A Main Road). 

6.10 Mr Stevenson addresses the zoning of the Redcliffs Property at pages 

111-112 of Attachment C to his evidence.  Mr Stevenson accepts that 

the properties are integral to the future operations of the supermarket, 

and agrees they should be rezoned Commercial Core accordingly.  He 

does not, however, agree with the rezoning of the intervening private 

accessway, although notes that the landowner has not opposed the 

relief sought. 

6.11 I can understand Mark Stevenson’s position, and accept that as it is 

not in Foodstuffs’ ownership there is limited potential at this stage to 

utilise the accessway to completely integrate 196 and 198 Main Road 

with the principal supermarket site.  That said, a more enabling 

approach could be taken without undermining or compromising the 

current residential function of the accessway.  In my view, extending 

the Commercial Core zoning across the accessway is more 
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appropriate in terms of providing for future integrated development in 

this location than the existing Residential Surburban zoning.  

7. SITE SPECIFIC REZONING REQUEST – PAPANUI SITE 

7.1 The relief sought in Foodstuffs’ submission on the Papanui Site can be 

summarised as follows: 

(a) the identification of the Papanui Property as part of an emerging 

neighbourhood centre; and 

(b) the rezoning of the Papanui Property from Industrial General to 

Commercial Core (Map 24). 

7.2 Acknowledging that the submission sought the establishment of a new 

neighbourhood centre, a significant level of analysis and assessment 

was undertaken to determine whether such an outcome could be 

supported.  This analysis was presented with the submission in the 

form of a comprehensive assessment of environmental effects and 

section 32 analysis prepared generally in accord with Section 73(2) 

and Part 2 Clauses 21(1) and 22 of the First Schedule to the Resource 

Management Act 1991 (‘RMA’), and Clause 20 of the Canterbury 

Earthquake (Christchurch Replacement District Plan) Order 2014 (‘the 

Canterbury Earthquake Order’).  This rezoning document was 

supported by specialist urban design, transport, economic, 

geotechnical and stormwater assessments. 

7.3 This site specific rezoning request has attracted specific comment 

from Council’s Mr Stevenson, Mr Health and Mr Milne, all of whom are 

opposed to the relief sought. I also note that two further submissions 

opposing the rezoning were received from Kiwi (1352) and the Crown 

(1347), albeit I now understand the Crown are taking a neutral stance 

in relation to this matter.  

7.4 From my read of the Council Officers’ evidence and the further 

submission from Kiwi, there appear to be general concerns with the 

proposed rezoning due to its close proximity to the existing district 

centre of Northlands, and a consequential inconsistency with the 

centres based approach of the pCRDP.  
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7.5 I do not wish to duplicate the assessment contained within the 

submission documentation, and instead focus my evidence in the 

context of that required by Section 32 of the RMA. 

Section 32 Analysis 

7.6 Section 32 establishes a procedure for local authorities to test the 

appropriateness of any proposed provisions, including objectives, 

policies, rules and other methods when considering the merits of any 

plan change request. 

7.7 Section 32(1)(a) requires plan change proposals to be assessed in 

order to determine whether the objective is the most appropriate way 

to achieve the purpose of the RMA. With this in mind, it is the 

imposition of the Commercial Core zone at the Papanui Site upon 

which my assessment is focused. Whether or not the proposed 

rezoning of the site is necessary to achieve the purpose of the RMA 

ultimately turns on the efficiency and effectiveness of the zone change 

in achieving the objectives of the pCRDP, with this assessment 

ultimately driven by the effects (benefits and costs) of the proposal 

(Section 32(1)(b) and 32(3)).  This will in turn determine whether the 

rezoning is the most appropriate way to achieve the purpose of the 

RMA. 

Assessment 

7.8 Mr Stevenson addresses the zoning of the Papauni Site at pages 92-

93 of Attachment C to his evidence.  His reasons for rejecting the 

rezoning include: 

a) It could potentially allow a much greater range of activities to occur 

on the site in a location within close proximity of other commercial 

centres; and 

b) The creation of a new Core zone in such close proximity (800m) of 

Northlands shopping centre is inappropriate within the context of 

the centres based approach of the pRCDP. 

7.9 Mr Stevenson refers to Mr Tim Heath’s evidence in support of his 

above conclusions, which Mr Colegrave has addressed in economic 

evidence for Foodstuffs.  I also note that Mr Milne expresses concern 

with the rezoning on transport grounds, which Mr Durdin’s transport 
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evidence responds to.  Finally, Mr Burns’ evidence for Foodstuffs 

assesses the rezoning from an urban design perspective. 

7.10 Consistent with the evidence, I consider the key issues for 

consideration in this case relate to: 

(a) Retail economic effects 

(b) Transport effects 

(c) Urban form 

Retail Economic Effects 

7.11 The retail distribution effects of the zone change have been 

comprehensively considered in the Economic Assessment (in support 

of the Section 32 Analysis), the subsequent evidence of Mr Colegrave, 

and in the evidence of Mr Heath for Council.  

7.12 I understand from Mr Colegrave’s evidence (paras 4.1-4.3 and 6.3) 

there is general agreement amongst the economic experts that 

establishing new centres such as at the Papanui Site is included in the 

scope of appropriate management of retail development.  The level of 

disagreement appears to be the extent to which a new centre at the 

Papanui Site could undermine the role and function of other centres, 

particularly Key Activity Centres (KACs). 

7.13 In addressing those concerns, Mr Colgrave has demonstrated how it is 

very common for neighbourhood centres to be located near KACs, 

with the two centre types able to successfully coexist in proximity to 

one another (paras 5.10-5.11).  He has used the reality that some 13 

of the City’s 29 neighbourhood centres are within 2km of a KAC to 

support his position that that the Northlands/Papanui KAC, while 

relatively close, does not fulfil the same role and function as the 

proposed neighbourhood centre on the Papanui Site. 

7.14 Mr Colegrave’s other observations in respect of the relatively 

constrained supply of neighbourhood centres in the northern part of 

the City (para 5.12); the relatively minor and short-lived trade impacts 

(paras 3.6 and 5.15); and the economic benefits and support for the 

Recovery Strategy (para 5.14) have informed my overall view that a 

Commercial Core zoning is a more appropriate and effective way of 

achieving the relevant objectives of the pCRDP, particularly as they 
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relate to the focus of commercial activity and the role of centres 

(Objective 2, Policy 1, revised pCRDP amendments dated 8 April 

2015). 

Transport Effects 

7.15 Transport consideration associated with the Papanui Site proposal 

have been well canvassed in the Transport Technical Note (in support 

of the Section 32 Analysis), and the specialist evidence of Mr Durdin 

and Mr Milne. 

7.16 I acknowledge the disagreement between the experts, namely the 

extent to which the rezoning aligns with the transport objectives of the 

Strategic Directions chapter, effects on the efficiency and movement 

function of strategic arterial routes, and the role of the high traffic 

generator rule in addressing anticipated access issues for the site.  

Both agree that any substantial additional traffic generated by the 

Papanui Site prior to the Northern Arterial and related projects is likely 

to result in the identification of adverse transport effects.  And 

significantly, both also agree that full development of the site under a 

Commercial Core rezoning can readily be accommodated by the 

receiving transport environment following the opening of the Northern 

Arterial (para 17.9, Mr Durdin evidence-in-chief). 

7.17 Overall, Mr Durdin is satisfied that a Commercial Core zoning for the 

Papanui Site represents sound integrated transport planning and is 

appropriate from a transport perspective.  Mr Durdin’s responses to 

the areas of disagreement are, in my opinion, more cognisant of the 

Strategic Directions chapter.  His catchment analysis has identified 

that a Commercial Core zoning would serve the majority of the 

Casebrook, Northcote and Redwood suburbs, which includes the 

higher density Northcote Community Housing Redevelopment 

Mechanism Area.  I agree with his conclusion that the Papanui Site 

would achieve the valuable role Neighbourhood Centres play in 

improving overall accessibility outcomes at this catchment level (paras 

7.3-7.6). 

7.18 While both experts acknowledge that some (but not full) development 

of the site in advance of the Northern Arterial and Northcote Road four 

laning projects may be appropriate (it being a matter of scale and 
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intensity as to whether the effects of such development will be 

acceptable), I take comfort from their agreement that the planned 

transport network has the ability to accommodate full development of 

the site in an efficient manner. 

7.19 Furthermore, I agree with Mr Durdin’s assessment of the high traffic 

generator rule as being an appropriate mechanism for carefully 

considering and determining any particular access and transport 

network effects associated with specific development/s on the Papanui 

Site, whether such is proposed before or after completion of the 

Northern Arterial and Northcote Road four laning projects.  The high 

traffic generator rule affords Council the opportunity to consider 

whether access proposals will deliver outcomes that give effect to the 

intended function of the adjacent road network, and allows the 

environment existing at the time of application to be taken into 

account.  I consider this approach to be appropriate in the interests of 

an enabling planning framework. 

Urban Design  

7.20 The Section 32 Analysis supporting the rezoning of the Papanui Site 

included a comprehensive urban design assessment prepared by Mr 

Burns, who has further elaborated on relevant urban design 

considerations in his evidence.  Matters of urban context and form do 

not appear to have been identified by Mr Stevenson in respect of the 

Papanui Site.  I believe a consideration of these to be particularly 

relevant, and indeed necessary, in forming a balanced view of the 

rezoning and its “fit” with the centres-based approach of the pCRDP. 

7.21 Mr Burns’ contextual analysis has informed his view that a 

neighbourhood centre at the Papanui Site would directly support 

published best practice, providing essential walkable convenience and 

other commercial facilities for local residents who live beyond a 

reasonable walkable zone from the Northlands/Papanui KAC, and in 

turn a more sustainable city model overall (para 72).  Mr Burns has 

also acknowledged the contribution of the Community Housing 

Redevelopment Mechanism Area in close proximity of the Papanui 

Site.  Given my understanding of the CHRM areas’ locational criteria 
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to be within easily accessible and walkable distance of a 

neighbourhood centre, I agree that this is a relevant consideration. 

7.22 I consider the conclusions reached by Mr Burns lend support to the 

rezoning of the Papanui Site in the context of the relevant objectives 

and policies of the pCRDP as they relate to urban design matters, 

particularly those concerned with the role of centres, scale and form of 

development, and the design of new development.  I therefore 

consider a Commercial Core zoning is more appropriate in terms of 

achieving an urban scale and form of development that is consistent 

with the role of KACs and neighbourhood centres, and which is better 

integrated with the surroundings in this location than the notified 

Industrial General zoning. 

 

Statutory Considerations 

7.23 Section 74 of the RMA identifies those matters which must be 

considered when rezoning land, these being: 

(a) the Council’s functions under Section 31; 

(b) the provisions of Part 2 of the Act; and 

(c) the duty imposed by Section 32. 

7.24 I note that the proposed rezoning must give effect to the CRPS, and 

not be inconsistent with the Recovery Strategy for Greater 

Christchurch or the Land Use Recovery Plan (LURP). 

7.25 The Section 32 Assessment accompanying the submission provided a 

robust assessment against the CRPS, the Recovery Strategy and the 

LURP, concluding that the rezoning is consistent with the same.  Not 

wishing to repeat that assessment, I briefly discuss these matters now 

for completeness. 

Recovery Strategy for Greater Christchurch 

7.26 The overarching, long-term Recovery Strategy was prepared under 

the CER Act for the purpose of guiding the reconstruction, rebuilding 

and recovery of Greater Christchurch. 

7.27 Of particular significance to the rezoning sought for the Papanui Site 

are those goals supporting economic recovery and the recovery of the 
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built environment, with these goals provided greater focus and 

direction by the LURP. 

Land Use Recovery Plan 

7.28 The LURP helps to achieve the vision of the Recovery Strategy, and 

provides direction for residential and business land use development 

to support recovery and rebuilding across metropolitan greater 

Christchurch in the next 10–15 years. 

7.29 Of particular relevance to the Papanui Site is Outcome 10 of the LURP 

which seeks that: 

Key activity centres and neighbourhood centres provide for 

commercial activity needs and support rejuvenation in damaged 

areas. 

7.30 This outcome is supported by Action 24 which generally requires the 

Council to enable in their District Plan Review provision to revitalise 

centres.  In my view, the relief sought by Foodstuffs seeks to establish 

provision within the pCRDP for a new and appropriately located 

neighbourhood centre, in a manner that is considered to be entirely in 

accordance with the directions of the LURP. 

7.31 Overall, I consider that the proposed rezoning enables development in 

a manner that supports the recovery of Greater Christchurch. I 

therefore consider that the proposed zone change is entirely 

consistent with the Recovery Strategy and the LURP. 

Canterbury Regional Policy Statement 

7.32 I consider the objectives and policies of the CRPS of most relevance 

to the Papanui Site to be those within Chapter 6 – Recovery and 

Rebuilding of Greater Christchurch.  Chapter 6 was introduced into the 

CRPS by way of the LURP, and provides a resource management 

framework for the recovery of Greater Christchurch, to enable and 

support earthquake recovery and rebuilding, including restoration and 

enhancement. 

7.33 Those provisions within Chapter 6 of most relevance in this case (and 

reproduced in the Section 32 Assessment) include: 

Objective 6.2.5 – Key activity and other centres 
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Policy 6.3.1 – Development within the Greater Christchurch area 

Policy 6.3.6 – Business land 

7.34 The Commercial Core zone provisions have been developed to give 

effect to the above objective, and I consider adopting the zone for the 

Papanui Site will provide for a high quality convenience shopping 

centre supporting a diverse range of business activities.  This is 

reinforced by the evidence of Mr Cosegrave and Mr Burns, which 

supports the establishment of a neighbourhood centre at the Papanui 

Site, recognising that it would fulfil a secondary and local 

service/convenience role to the primary Northlands/Papanui KAC.  I 

conclude that a Commercial Core zoning would best meet these 

provisions in a sustainable and coordinated manner, and that the 

Papanui Site would be more efficiently utilised as a neighbourhood 

centre. 

 

Relevant District Plan Matters 

Strategic Directions – Relevant Objectives 

7.35 Section 32(3) requires an assessment of the rezoning sought (an 

amending proposal) against the objectives of the pCRDP to the extent 

that they are relevant to the proposed establishment of a small 

neighbourhood centre. 

7.36 The Strategic Directions chapter provides guidance as to the core 

issues to be addressed by the rest of the pCRDP chapters.  Those 

provisions I consider to be of most relevance to the Papanui Site are: 

3.3.5 Objective – Business and economic prosperity 

3.3.7 Objective - Urban growth, form and design 

7.37 For the reasons set out in my evidence, I consider a Commercial Core 

zoning better supports and provides opportunities for business activity 

and economic prosperity than the Industrial General zone.  It will serve 

as a community focal point consistent with its location and role within 

the network of centres.  It will promote the re-use and redevelopment 

of land, and development can be coordinated with the implementation 

of necessary transport infrastructure. 

Commercial Proposal – Relevant Objectives  
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7.38 I consider the following objectives of the revised Commercial Proposal 

(dated 8 April 2015) to be of most relevance to the Papanui Site.  

15.1.1 Objective 1 – Recovery of commercial activity  

15.1.1 Objective 2 – Focus of Commercial Activity 

15.1.2 Objective 3 Urban form, scale and design outcomes  

 

7.39 The proposal seeks to identify a currently underutilised industrial site 

as an emerging small neighbourhood centre.  The evidence of Mr 

Colegrave has concluded that the establishment of a neighbourhood 

centre in this location will not give rise to any significant trade impacts 

on KACs and other neighbourhood centres in the network.  Mr Burns’ 

analysis has shown the Papanui Site to be highly accessible by a 

range of modes of transport, and will support a compact and 

sustainable urban form.  The conclusions reached by these experts 

have informed my view that the Papanui Site under a Commercial 

Core zoning can maintain the role of neighbourhood centres as a 

destination for weekly and daily shopping, local employment and 

community needs that are accessible to the surrounding residential 

catchment.  This, I note, is a specific outcome sought by 15.1.1.1 

Policy 1 – Role of Centres. 

8. CONCLUSION 

8.1 Foodstuffs’ site-specific submissions sought to ensure the consistent 

Commercial Core zoning of its established supermarket sites and 

operations.  For the most part the relief sought has been accepted by 

Mr Stevenson, albeit some minor corrections have been pointed out in 

relation to the extent of the zoning of several sites. 

8.2 The conclusions reached by the relevant experts inform my view that a 

Commercial Core zoning and subsequent establishment of a 

neighbourhood centre on the Papanui Site can be undertaken in a 

manner which avoids or mitigates any significant adverse effects on 

the environment. 

8.3 I consider that a Commercial Core zoning at the Papanui Site will: 

(a) assist Council to carry out is functions under the RMA; 
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(b) achieve the purpose of the RMA; 

(c) give effect to the CRPS; 

(d) not be inconsistent with the Recovery Strategy and LURP; 

(e) ensure the most efficient, effective and appropriate provisions 

are in place to achieve the objectives of the pCRDP. 

8.4 I have concluded that the proposed Commercial Core zoning is 

consistent with the objectives in the Strategic Directions decision, and 

is the most appropriate method for achieving the relevant objectives.  

 

 

 

 

Mark David Allan 

24 April 2015 
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ATTACHMENT A – TABLE OF SITE SPECIFIC REZONING REQUESTED BY FOODSTUFFS AND COUNCIL RESPONSE 

 

Site Foodstuffs Submission Request / Relief Sought 

Council’s Position 
(Revised Amendments 
8 April 2015 Evidence 
in Chief 13 April 2015) 

Response / Matters of 
Clarification 

Aranui New World Site 
and adjacent properties: 
296 Breezes Road and 
321 and 338 Pages Road 
(Foodstuffs), and 317-319 
Breezes Road (not in 
Foodstuffs’ ownership) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 33 to rezone the Aranui 
Property from Commercial Local to Commercial Core  

 Seeks an amendment to Map 33 to rezone the Pages 
Property from Industrial General to an appropriate 
Commercial zone (such as Commercial Fringe). 

Accept Supported.  

Wainoni PAK”nSAVE 
(186, 204 Breezes Road, 
172, 174, 178 and 182 
Wainoni Road) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 33 to rezone those parts of 
the Wainoni Property which are zoned Residential 
Suburban or Industrial General (186 and 204 Breezes 
Road) to Commercial Core  

Accept in part.  

The rezoning of the 
access leg to Breezes 
Road between the 
residential properties is 
considered 
inappropriate. 
Commercial zoning 
could enable a range or 
scale of uses that could 
compromise residential 
amenity.  

Supported in part, and addressed in 
evidence (Section 6).  

Northwood New World (8 
Mounter Avenue) 

 Seeks amendments to Maps 11 and 18 to rezone the 
Northwood Property from Commercial Fringe to 
Commercial Core 

Accept. Supported. 
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Site Foodstuffs Submission Request / Relief Sought 

Council’s Position 
(Revised Amendments 
8 April 2015 Evidence 
in Chief 13 April 2015) 

Response / Matters of 
Clarification 

Papanui (171 Main North 
Road) 

 Seeks the identification of the Papanui Property as part 
of an emerging neighbourhood centre 
(Papanui/Northcote (emerging)) in the definition of 
neighbourhood centre (Proposal 2), and in Policy 1, 
Table 15.1 and Appendix 15.9.1 of the Commercial 
Proposal (Proposal 15); and 

 Seeks the Papanui Property is rezoned from Industrial 
General to Commercial Core on Map 24. 

Reject. 

The rezoning of the site 
would create a new 
commercial centre 
adjacent to the corner of 
QEII Drive and Main 
North Road, and could 
allow a much greater 
range of activities in a 
location in close 
proximity to existing 
centres. The creation of 
a new Core zone in 
such close proximity to 
the existing centre is not 
appropriate within the 
context of the centres 
based approach of the 
pCRDP.  

Opposed and addressed in 
evidence (Section 7).  

Prestons New World (420 
Marshland Road) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 19 to rezone that part of 
the Prestons Property that is zoned Commercial Fringe to 
Commercial Core  

Accept. Supported. 

Ilam New World (47C – 
57C Peer Street) 

 Seeks the identification of the Ilam Property as part of a 
neighbourhood centre in the definition of neighbourhood 
centre (Proposal 2), and in Policy 1, Table 15.1 and 
Appendix 15.9.1 of the Commercial Proposal (Proposal 
15); 

 Seeks those parts of the Ilam Property that are zoned 
Commercial Local on Map 30 be rezoned as Commercial 

Accept.  

Supported.  

An additional area of land appears 
to have been identified in error as 
part of the site to be rezoned. 

Addressed in evidence (Section 5) 
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Site Foodstuffs Submission Request / Relief Sought 

Council’s Position 
(Revised Amendments 
8 April 2015 Evidence 
in Chief 13 April 2015) 

Response / Matters of 
Clarification 

Core; and 

 Seeks those parts of the Ilam Property (47C Peer Street) 
that are zoned Residential Suburban (carparking for the 
supermarket) on Map 30 be rezoned as Commercial 
Core. 

Redcliffs New World 
(1/196A, 2/196A, 1/198, 
2/198 Main Road) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 48 to rezone those parts of 
the Redcliffs Property which are zoned Residential 
Suburban to Commercial Core. 

Accept in part.  

The rezoning of the 
access leg not under the 
ownership of Foodstuffs 
is considered 
inappropriate. 

Supported in part, and addressed in 
evidence (Section 6).  

Stanmore New World (9, 
11, 13 Warwick Steet) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 32 to rezone those parts of 
the Stanmore Property which are zoned Residential 
Medium Density to Commercial Core; 

Accept.  

Supported.  

The summary suggests that 
Foodstuffs sought a Commercial 
Local zoning which is incorrect. An 
additional area of land appears to 
have been identified in error as part 
of the site to be rezoned. 

Addressed in evidence (Section 5) 

St Martins New World (96 
Wilsons Road, 23 
Beckford Road, 22 
Wades Avenue) 

 Seeks an amendment to Map 46 to rezone those parts of 
the St Martins Property which are zoned Residential 
Suburban to Commercial Core to reflect existing 
supermarket activity; and 

Accept.  
Supported.  

 

Lincoln Road Supervalue 
(94, 100 and 108 Lincoln 
Road) 

 Seeks the identification of the Lincoln Road Property as a 
neighbourhood centre ‘West Spreydon (Lincoln Road)’ in: 
the definition of neighbourhood centre (Chapter 2 
Definitions), in Policy 1, Table 15.1 and Appendix 15.9.1 
of the Commercial Proposal (Chapter15 Commercial); 

Accept.  

Supported.  

It is noted that this site has been 
missed from Mr Stevenson’s 
Attachment ‘C’, however his 
evidence in chief supports the 
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Site Foodstuffs Submission Request / Relief Sought 

Council’s Position 
(Revised Amendments 
8 April 2015 Evidence 
in Chief 13 April 2015) 

Response / Matters of 
Clarification 

and 

 Requests an amendment to Planning Map 38 (as per 
Appendix 1) to rezone the Lincoln Road Property from 
Commercial Local to Commercial Core. 

rezoning sought and identification 
of the site as a neighbourhood 
centre.  

Addressed in evidence (Section 5) 

North Halswell Key 
Activity Centre (185a 
Halswell Road) 

 Supports the identification of the North Halswell as an 
emerging District Centre and it being zoned Commercial 
Core on Map 45.  

 

Accept Supported 

 


